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Abstract. Living space is an extended value of land resources, a finite environ-
mental resource, and important governance for the government departments to
conduct urban and rural planning and public management. Within such an era
suffering from the resource crisis, how to manage urban living space resources
with equity and efficiency will be a significantly important issue for the sustain-
ability of the human living environment in the smart era. This research, adopting
the theory of “Pareto Optimality” in environmental economics, verifies to which
extent does the ideal dimensional scale to approach the “Pareto Optimality”, thus
achieving the sustainable goal of “effective utilization” and “resource sharing” of
dimensional environmental resources. The results can effectively provide devel-
opers, users, and managers with a macroscopic reference for “dimensional scale”
in the implementation of sustainable living environment and residential improve-
ment, based on which the results of dimensional scale can be estimated to verify
the optimality of equity and efficiency.

Keywords: Sustainable Development · Collective Housing · Dimensional
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1 Introduction

“Living” belongs to one of the basic human rights. Moreover, living space is an extended
value of land resources and a finite environmental resource. Against the current environ-
mental resource crisis, equity and efficiency in the use of resources are important issues
for the sustainability of the human living environment. This research investigateswhether
the dimensional scale and the use of the dimensional scale of different household sizes in
the real environment are consistent with the “optimality” of Pareto Optimality. By using
the characteristic of equal marginal utility in Pareto Optimality in economics, the equity
and efficiency of environmental resources in living space explored under the concept
of sustainable development in further. Besides, this research, by means of quantitative
estimation, targets at comparing the sustainable dimensional scale, including:

(1) The analysis of the “Pareto Optimality” in economics to explore the charac-
teristics of equity and efficiency in the concept of sustainable development. (2) The
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theoretical definition of the “Marginal Rate of Substitution” and “Scale Adjustment
Rate” to illustrate the dimensional scale per person for different household sizes in the
current situation and the characteristics of equity and efficiency of sustainable develop-
ment based on the changes ofMRS and SAR. (3) The comparison of various dimensional
scale models to discuss the standard for dimensional scale per person, to reach the state
that “Pareto Optimality” fits the concept of sustainability.

2 Literature Review

2.1 International Standards for Dimensional Scale

With regard to the enactment of international standards for living space, development
varies in different countries. It is obvious, after comparing the standards of various
countries (as shown in Table 1), that a great disparity exists in the average residential
area per person, which is due to the different physical conditions and the use of space
in each country, thus affecting the establishment of standards. For now, a method of
estimating housing standards recognized worldwide has not been establish.

International countries, differing in terms of climate, customs, health and sanitation,
density, cost, and construction policies, should not follow the model standard developed
in highly-developed countries for planning but should set feasible standards in accor-
dance with the national resources, existing housing conditions as well as the equity and
efficiency of the use of existing spatial and environmental resources.

Throughout the research on Taiwan collective housing, because of the inadequate
focus living space standards, or the more emphasis on the field of ergonomics, or the
limitation of date and research scope. Taiwan seems to rely too much on the foreign
standard, “Proposed Taiwan Standards for Minimum Living Space” and refer to “Japan
Standards for Minimum Living Space (1981) “ to enact its own standards. As a result,
the living space standards that are in line with the overall environment, except for the
more recent study of the “Standards for Minimum Space” formulated by the [11], lack
scientifically validated standard theories and actual surveys. As the “Space Standards”
formulated by the Institute fails to take the ideal factors that households expect in the
future into account, the standards do not completely conform to the dimensional scale
required by households.

2.2 Exploration of the Theory of Sustainable Dimensional Scale

It is known from the literature related to sustainable development that “sustainable
development” is a development opportunity that meets the needs of the present without
compromising those of future generations; it is a standard that not only advocates con-
sumption within ecological possibilities but also promotes reasonable consumption for
all [6].

[1] argued that the purpose of supporting sustainable economic development is
to ensure that future generations have access to the resources and environment of
today without destroying the original resources and environment; the prerequisite for
sustainable development is efficient resource management.
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Table 1. List of International Standards for theDimensional Scale for eachHousehold in different
Countries Unit (m2)

Nationality Number of
Households and
Properties

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

UK
Parker
Morris

Apartment 30 44.5 57 72 82 92.5
—

Duplex
Apartment — — —

72 82 92.5
—

USA
American
Public
Health
Association
(APHA)

Apartment-style
Flat Housing

37.2 69.7 92.9 106.8 130.1 144
—

Japan
Standards
for
Minimum
Living
Space

Public Housing 21 36 47 59 65 76 87

Russia Public Housing 17 29.65 40.8 49.35 55.5 65.6 70.65

Netherlands Public Housing
—

26.5–32 34–36 39–40.5 46 49
—

Italy Public Housing 30 50–64 70–80 90–96 90–96 110–112 110–112

South
America

Public Housing
—

33.9–39.6 41.8–47.5 48.8–54.5 55.8–61.5 61.6–70.9
—

International
Federation
for Housing
and
Planning
(I.F.H.P.)

Public Housing
—

51.5–56.3 60.5–76.2 80.2–93.7 97.7
— —

Data source: Partial references are compile by this research from Narufumi Suzuki, 1970,
Collective Housing Households(Permission obtained)

Tisdel (1991) regarded the maintenance of the economic welfare for all generations
as one of the basic concepts of sustainable development; [9] discussed the concept of
sustainable development in terms of needs and constraints. The satisfaction of human
needs and desires is the main goal of development. And sustainable development is one
in which, as far as their lives allow, all people can achieve the minimum standard of
living needs but embrace the opportunity to pursue a better life. In order to equip human
beings with the ability of sustainable development, the abilities of future generations to
meet their needs should never jeopardized when striving for current satisfaction.

The characteristics of sustainable development require that all needs in the develop-
ment process taken into account at the same time. From the perspective of living space
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as an environmental resource, the specific theories and research literature on sustainable
development differ from one professional field to another in terms of perceptions and
needs. Based on the discussion of sustainable development and related research before.
They can observed that “sustainable development” seems widely and unobjectionably
used since 1980, and sustainability is increasingly use as ameans of discussing the global
environment. As a result, the term appears to overly and widely used in a vague way, and
no single definition can cover all the characteristics of sustainable development. Hussen,
A. M. (2000).

To explore the dimensional scale in terms of sustainable development, it is necessary
clearly define the sustainability of the living environment. The main summary is as
follows: Sustainable development encompasses two main concepts, namely need and
constraints. The satisfaction of human needs and desires is themain goal of development,
and residential development is relate to the three directions of sustainable development
(social, economic, and environmental), including three sustainable development goals:
equity issues, environmental crises, and household consumption habits, which related
to dimensional scale directly.

This research is based on the issues related to residential environment and sus-
tainable development and the opinions related to sustainable residential development by
Bhatti,M.&Dixon, A. (2003), which includes three perspectives, namely “overall social
welfare”, “environmental-ecological and economic development”, and “sustainable
technology” [5].

This research, under this framework, also refers to the relevant literature [10, 8, 7]. In
particular, “sustainable technologies” must be measurable and calculable [2]. The issue
of environmental sustainability is fundamentally a finite one, and finite issues cover
fairness, equity, and distribution of resources; the issue of sustainability must addressed
at the level of “preferences” and “technologies” rather than the level of optimal prices, and
the efficiency of the corresponding “optimality”. Then it can called true environmental
sustainability [5].

To concrete implement the equity and efficiency within the concept of sustainable
development in residential development, the significance of sustainable development of
the discussed issues canbedefine. (1)Tocultivate a long-termperspective in time that is in
line with the concept of sustainable inter-temporal effective use. (2) To take into account
the fairness of generations and to achieve the sustainable spirit of equal rights in the use of
space. (3) To target environmental conservation as the goal of sustainable development,
and to enhance the “efficiency in the use of environmental resources”. Therefore, starting
from the living needs of household users, the effective use of environmental resources
in living spaces will be promoted and at the same time, and the fair use of rights will be
emphasized to achieve the goal of “sustainable development of environmental resources”
with balanced use of urban living spaces.

3 The Analysis Methods and Definition of Pareto Optimality
Concerning Dimensional Scale

The “ParetoOptimality” in economics adopted to implement the characteristics of equity
and efficiency in the concept of sustainable development. The characteristics of equity
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and efficiency featured by “Pareto Optimality” further illustrate the “equitable trade-
off” and “efficiency of use” on the dimensional scale. Then, the meaning of the Pareto
Optimality graph and inference results explained. After calculating “Marginal Rate of
Substitution” and “Scale Adjustment Rate” based on the theory, the calculation results of
the relevant characteristics display the difference between the “dimensional scale level”
and “Pareto Optimality”. The optimality of the “ideal dimensional scale” as defined by
this research verified to demonstrate whether it conforms to the characteristics of equity
and efficiency of sustainable development. The main analysis items are as follows:

(1) It explains the significance of the “Pareto Optimality” theory in terms of equity
and efficiency and the calculation and significance of the “Marginal Rate of
Substitution” and “Scale Adjustment Rate”.

(2) With the “ideal dimensional scale”, a long-term consideration taken into the con-
cept of sustainable development, to estimate the characteristics of the “realistic
dimensional scale” for each household. The equity of trade-offs in the concept of
“Pareto Optimality” is analyzed to propose the MRS of the dimensional scale for
different household sizes.

(3) To analyze the efficiency of use of dimensional scale in the concept of “Pareto
Optimality” and calculate the SAR based on the characteristics of the “realistic
dimensional scale” of each household, suggestions and improvement proposed in
terms of the “direction of adjustment” and “degree of adjustment.

3.1 ParetoOptimality in theAnalysis of Equity andEfficiency and the Significance
of Indicators

[4] mentioned that the general “Pareto Optimality” used as a criterion of social welfare,
whose main purpose is not to emphasize that if the utilization state of a certain resource
meets general social moral standards but to examine. The utilization state of a certain
resource can be change so that social welfare promoted with the most efficient use of
the limited resources.

As this paper treats the “dimensional scale” as a limited resource, one of the non-
renewable environmental resources, the “Pareto Optimality” theory is adopted to, in
light of the spirit of enhancing the efficiency of resource utilization in the concept of
sustainable development, explore the significance of dimensional scale optimality from
the viewpoint of economics. That is, based on the “Pareto Optimality” theory, the closer
it approaches the “Pareto Optimality” in terms of “equitable trade-offs” and “efficiency
of use” of dimensional scale. The more it will help to achieve the goal of equity and
efficiency in sustainable development, as shown in Fig. 1.

The sustainable scale of living space: (I-H) is the “Platonic optimum interval”; (J) is
the Platonic optimum point, which is the “optimum scale of living space per person” for
the household. The zone favorable to future development is above the (0-J) line, and the
zone detrimental to future development is below the (0-J) line. The intervals divided into
“weak sustainability” and “strong sustainability” according to the degree of closeness
to the optimum.

This research, adhering to “equalmarginal utilization” of “ParetoOptimality” theory,
makes it possible to use the degree of two indicators, namelyMRS and SAR, to verify the
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Fig. 1. “Pareto Optimality” Diagram of the Dimensional Scale per Person

characteristics that contribute to the degree of sustainability. The main concepts applied
are as follows:

1. If the MRS is greater than 1, it is the “weak sustainable interval” (J-H), which rep-
resents the improvement measures for the dimensional scale to reduce the current
“dimensional scale per person”.While theMRS is less than 1, it is the “strong sustain-
able interval” (J-I), which represents the improvement measures for the dimensional
scale to increase the current “dimensional scale per person”.

2. According to the characteristic of “equal marginal utilization” of “Pareto Optimal-
ity” theory, when the MRS of the “dimensional scale per person” and the ideal
“dimensional scale per person” equal 1, the “Pareto Optimality” will be reached.

3.2 “Marginal Rate of Substitution” (MRS) for Equitable Trade-Offs
in Dimensional Scale

Based on the estimation model, the dimensional scale per person under the long-term
consideration defined as the “ideal dimensional scale” per person. The dimensional scale
per person the current survey as the “realistic dimensional scale” per person. It defined
as the housing welfare indicator to explore the “Pareto Optimality” theory.

In light of the difference in the use of residential environmental resources between the
ideal and the current situation as discussed in the economics of sustainable development,
the MRS, as shown in Eq. (1) can reach the substitutability of the “ideal dimensional
scale” for the existing dimensional scale.

MRS = �Y

�X
= Jf

Jn
(1)

�Y Stands the amount of change in the “ideal dimensional scale” per person; �X
Stands change in the “realistic dimensional scale” per person; Jf Stands the “ideal level
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Fig. 2. MRS Diagram of Pareto Optimality Analysis of Dimensional Scale

of dimensional scale” per person; Jn Stands the “realistic level of dimensional scale”
per person.

TheMRS in this research represents the ratio of “ideal dimensional scale” per person
to “realistic dimensional scale” per person, which is shown in Fig. 2 as the slope ratio of
the line of changes. Themeanings ofMRS between the “ideal level of dimensional scale”
and the “realistic level of dimensional scale” of the sample studied in this research can
be concluded thatMRS= 1 refers to “optimal sustainability” (optimal for development),
MRS > 1 “less than ideal” (detrimental to development) while MRS < 1 “too ideal”
(favorable to development).

3.3 “Scale Adjustment Rate” (SAR) for the Utilization Efficiency of Dimensional
Scale

IT found from the sustainable dimensional scale discussed before in this research that
the uneconomic situation occurs in the efficiency of use for the realistic dimensional
scale. Neither “overmuch” nor “inadequacy" has reached the “Pareto Optimality” for the
use of dimensional scale by households. Therefore, the SAR defined as the adjustment
rate of the “realistic dimensional scale per person”, that is, the adjusted dimensional
scale divided by the “realistic dimensional scale” per person reaches the direction of
adjustment strategy and the degree of adjustment in Fig. 3, as shown in Eq. (2):

SAR = �Y

Gn
= Gn− Gf

Gn
× 100% (2)

�Y Represents the adjustment for “ideal dimensional scale” per person and “realis-
tic dimensional scale” per person; Gn Represents the “realistic dimensional scale” per
person at point G; Gf represents the “ideal dimensional scale” per person at point G.
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Fig. 3. SAR Diagram of Pareto Optimality Analysis of Dimensional Scale

(1) Meaning Represented by the Calculated Results

SAR > 0 means that the dimensional scale per person needs to be “reduced” to
reach the optimal level of dimensional scale for the household. SAR < 0 means that
the dimensional scale per person needs to be “increased” to reach the optimal level of
dimensional scale for the household. SAR= 0means that the current level of dimensional
scale per person has already reached the optimal level of dimensional scale for the
household.

The “positive” and “negative” values stand for the direction of the adjustment strat-
egy, serving as the basis for “decreasing” or “increasing” the level of dimensional scale;
the resulting value |MRS| indicates the percentage of the degree of adjustment.

(2) Graphic Meaning Represented by the Calculated Results

4 The Analysis of Pareto Optimality of the Ideal Dimensional Scale

The meaning of the “equal marginal utility” featured by the “Pareto Optimality” in this
research is that when the MRS equals 1 and SAR equals 0 between the realistic and the
ideal dimensional scale per person, the “Pareto Optimality” is reached. In addition, the
closer it is, the more it contributes to a sustainable concept of equity and efficiency.

However, in the reality, there are often discrepancies between the “ideal dimensional
scale per person” and “realistic dimensional scale per person”, making the accurate
estimation imperative to achieve the “Pareto Optimality”. Therefore, in this research,
the MRS and SAR are calculated based on the “realistic dimensional scale per person”
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Table 2. The Ideal Dimensional Scale per Person for Different Household Sizes Unit (m2)

Number of Households 1 2 3 4 5 6

“Estimated Ideal Dimensional Scale”
(Ideal Dimensional Scale)

42.6 35.8 31.5 28.2 24.3 21.5

“Surveyed Realistic dimensional Scale”
(Realistic dimensional Scale)

73.0 49.1 34.4 29.4 25.6 23.9

“Minimum Dimensional Scale for National Housing”
(Minimum Dimensional Scale)

29.7 24.2 21.0 18.1 17.2 15.3

and “ideal dimensional scale per person” to understand the differences between the
“ideal dimensional scale per person” and the “realistic dimensional scale per person” in
different household sizes.

In order to verify the optimality analysis of “dimensional scale under long-term
consideration”, the “Pareto Optimality” in economics adopted to measure the equity and
utilization efficiency of dimensional scale, thus confirming whether the estimated “ideal
dimensional scale” under long-term consideration is closer to the “Pareto Optimality”.

According to (1) “Estimated Ideal Dimensional Scale” (Ideal Dimensional Scale)
[14], (2) “Current Surveyed Dimensional Scale” (Realistic Dimensional Scale) (Taiwan
Population andHousing Statistics, 2016). (3) “MinimumDimensional Scale forNational
Housing” of Standards for National Housing Space (minimum dimensional scale) (He
Youfeng and Wang Xiaolin, 1993), the data of the ideal dimensional scale per person
for these three household sizes is shown as Table 2.

It is suggested in (1) that under the concept of sustainable development, the focus
of architectural planning is no longer limited to the planning and completion of the
building itself but extends to the proposals that contribute to environmental conservation.
Combining “spatial planning” with “the concept of environmental sustainability”, this
research takes the apartment-style collective housing as an example and uses inferential
statistics to reach the appropriate dimensional scale for Taiwan and establish a spatial
plan that is consistent with sustainable development under the principle of satisfying
occupant behavior and spatial comfort. The “prepared dimensional scale” and “chosen
dimensional function” have always played an important role in spatial planning. Under
the premise of a livable environment, the previous minimum scale under research will
transferred to a sustainable scale setting, which will further control the floor area of the
building and reduce the waste of external resources.

The research attempts to propose the factors that influence residential spatial plan-
ning, especially the factors related to sustainable development. With the understanding
of the significance of factors affecting the residential unit area, a regression model
established to quantitative analyze the dimensional scale. The current survey data com-
pared with the research results to illustrate the impact of sustainability considerations
on residential spatial planning.
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Fig. 4. MSR between the Ideal and Minimum Dimensional Scale per Person

Fig. 5. SAR between the Ideal and Minimum Dimensional Scale per Person

4.1 The “Marginal Rate of Substitution” and the “Size Adjustment Rate”
of the Ideal Dimensional Scale Per Person

Based on the different data compared in [9, 14], the MRS and SAR are calculated.

(1) The “ideal dimensional scale” estimated in this research approaches the “Pareto
Optimality” the most when the number of households is 4. In addition, when MRS
is 1.04, it means that the household size of 4 people is the closest to the “Pareto
Optimality” as shown in Fig. 4.

(2) It can observed from Fig. 5 that the dimensional scale adjusted given the number
of households. The dimensional scale should be reduced: 51.99 m2 for a household
size of one person; 18.23 m2 for a household size of two people; 3.22 m2 for a
household size of three people; 1.21m2 for a household size of four people; 1.35m2

for a household size of five people; 2.62 m2 for a household size of six people; and
13.10 m2 for average household size. Overall, the “realistic dimensional scale” all
surpasses the “ideal dimensional level” under risk of overuse.
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Fig. 6. Optimal Analysis of “Ideal Dimensional Scale per Person” for Different Household Sizes

Fig. 7. Optimal Analysis of “Minimum Dimensional Scale per Person” for Different Household
Sizes

4.2 Optimal Analysis of “Ideal Dimensional Scale Per Person” for Different Sizes
of Households

(1) The “ideal dimensional scale” estimated in this research as shown in Fig. 4
approaches the “Pareto Optimality” the most and enjoys better optimal, When the
MRS reaches 1.04 for the household size of four people.

(2) As can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7 that the “ideal dimensional scale” estimated in
this research has an average MRS of 1.23 for each household size, which is closer
to the “Pareto Optimality”. In addition, the result of the “ideal dimensional scale”
estimated in this research proves to be the optimal for the household size of 3 to 6
people.
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Table 3. Comparison of theDifference between the Suggested LivingArea and that in the Current
Situation

Number of Residents
Category

1 2 3 4 5 6

The Gap between the Ideal Dimensional Scale
Estimated by this Research and that of the Current
Situation (m2)

30.36 26.58 8.83 4.64 6.42 14.15

5 Analysis on Verification Results

Adopting the “Pareto Optimality” in economics to implement the characteristics of
equity and efficiency in the concept of sustainable development, its characteristics of
equity and efficiency can be used to discuss sustainable development, illustrating the
“equitable trade-off” and “utilization efficiency “ of dimensional scale. The meaning
presented and explained through the graph of Pareto Optimality and inference results,
which is completely different from the standards for the dimensional scale set following
Japan or the United States or those set from the ergonomic perspective (as shown in
Table 3).

6 Conclusion and Suggestion

The ideal dimensional scale, as defined in this research, proves to be close to the
“Pareto Optimality”, boasting the characteristics of equity and efficiency for sustainable
development. The reasons attributed to aspects:

(1) This research takes the households’ needs for dimensional scale as the basic concept
for survey and estimation. Starting from the estimated living unit space scale of each
living space, the combined space unit scale is then estimated under the concept that
“household dimensional scale is a combination of different living unit space scales”,
pressing it closer to the real needs of households.

(2) The structure of the influencing factors selected for this research takes the multiple
aspects of the real dimensional scale used into consideration. In this way, not only
the influence of physical space is included, but also the concept closer to the real
dimensional scale used by households formed with the addition of households’ liv-
ing characteristics, usage behavior, and perception of the definition of sustainability.
Therefore, the results presented in the estimation model of this research validated
to be more in line with the Pareto Optimality, more representing the meaning of
equity and efficiency in the concept of sustainable development.

From the results, the “ScaleAdjustment Rate” (SAR) of the ideal and realistic dimen-
sional scales of the collective housing in the case area are both negative, indicating that
the “realistic dimensional scale per person” necessitates a reduction for households with
1 to 6 people and the realistic dimensional scale in the area represents a “weakly sustain-
able” level. It is also proposed that the “Marginal Rate of Substitution” (MRS = 1.23)
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for the average household size of four people should be adjusted to approach the Pareto
Optimality (MRS= 1) to achieve a suitable dimensional scale that fits the sustainability.
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